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Important: The test paper for Head II Civil and Criminal Procedure:
1.

is open book. Candidates may bring in and refer to any book,
document or other written material

2.

has a duration of 3½ hours

3.

has no specific reading time allocated

4.

contains FIVE questions. Candidates should answer any
FOUR questions only.

1.

Standards, Syllabus
and Materials

Overseas Lawyers Qualification Examination
HEAD II: CIVIL AND CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
Standards, Syllabus and Materials
A.

CIVIL PROCEDURE

STANDARDS
Candidates will be expected:(i)

to be familiar with causes of action arising out of the contract and tort sections
of Head V: Principles of Common Law;

(ii)

to demonstrate an ability to draft simple pleadings, affidavits and letters of
advice; and

(iii)

to demonstrate a knowledge of and an ability to apply the rules of practice and
procedure as set out in the syllabus.

The test paper for this Head of the Examination is set at the standard expected of a newly
qualified (day one) solicitor in Hong Kong who has completed a law degree (or its equivalent),
the professional training course (PCLL) and a two year traineeship prior to admission.

SYLLABUS
1.

Structure of Hong Kong's Civil Courts System
• Court of Final Appeal
• Court of Appeal
• Court of First Instance of the High Court
• District Court
• jurisdiction of the courts, including supervisory jurisdiction
• sources of civil procedure: Ordinances, Rules of Court, Practice Directions

2.

Pre-action Considerations
• the cause of action
• the parties to the action
• time limits
• the merits
• costs only proceedings
• financial considerations including legal aid

3.

Underlying objectives of the High Court and District Court Rules
• the underlying objectives
• case management powers
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•

use of alternative dispute resolution procedures such as mediation

4.

Commencement and Service of Proceedings
• types of originating process
• preparing and issuing originating process
• validity and renewal of writs
• modes of service
• acknowledgement of service and intention to defend
• applications to serve out of the jurisdiction

5.

Pleadings and Particulars
• the function of pleadings
• Statement of Claim
• Defence
• Counterclaim and/or Set Off
• Reply to Defence and Defence to Counterclaim
• amendments to writ and pleadings
• Further and Better Particulars
• Third party proceedings

6.

Interlocutory Matters
• striking out and staying
• security for costs
• interim payment
• judgment in default and summary judgment
• discovery and inspection of documents
• interrogatories
• exchange of witnesses’ statements
• orders for exchanged statements to stand as evidence in chief at trial
• experts’ reports
• joinder of parties
• contribution notices
• case management summons, case management conference and pre-trial review
• case management timetable

7.

Pre-emptive remedies including:
• simple interlocutory injunctions
• prohibition orders

8.

Preparations for Trial and Trial
• checklist for hearing
• setting down
• preparing and lodging documents for trial
• subpoenas
• conduct of the trial
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9.

Termination and Compromise
• without prejudice negotiations
• Calderbank offers
• sanctioned offers and sanctioned payments
• withdrawal and discontinuance
• simple settlement agreements
• consent orders and judgments

10.

Enforcement of Judgments
• oral examination
• execution against goods
• charging orders
• injunctions and prohibition orders in aid of enforcement
• garnishee proceedings
• winding up and bankruptcy (N.B. in so far as this is relevant to the enforcement of
judgments)

11.

Costs
• bases and scales
• costs between litigants and between solicitor and client
• wasted costs
• security for costs
• taxed costs and fixed costs
• discretion of the Court
• costs on interlocutory applications
• summary assessment of costs

12.

Rights of Appeal
• setting aside a judgment in default
• interlocutory appeals
• appealing a judgment
• appeals to the Court of Appeal
• appeals to the Court of Final Appeal (s.22 CFA Ordinance)

MATERIALS
A sound knowledge of the following Ordinances and other materials cited is essential to
any understanding of civil procedure.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hong Kong Court of Final Appeal Ordinance (Cap 484)
High Court Ordinance (Cap 4)
Rules of the High Court
District Court Ordinance (Cap 336)
Rules of the District Court
Practice Directions
authorities
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Hong Kong Texts on Civil Procedure
Candidates should note that although Hong Kong's civil procedure was modelled upon
the civil procedure of England and Wales, procedural reforms in England and Wales have
not been adopted in Hong Kong, but rather Hong Kong has implemented its own civil
justice reforms. Reference must therefore be made to Hong Kong texts and materials.
Candidates should also note that Hong Kong Cases can be accessed through the Hong
Kong Judiciary web site: http://legalref.judiciary.hk/lrs/common/ju/judgment.jsp.
Similarly, much useful Hong Kong material can be found on the Hong Kong Legal
Information Institute web site: www.hklii.org.
Main Texts
•
•
•

‘Hong Kong Civil Procedure 2022 - The Hong Kong White Book’, Sweet & Maxwell,
(ISBN 978 988 859 013 1)
‘A Guide to Civil Procedure in Hong Kong’, 6th Edition, LexisNexis, Wilkinson, Cheung
& Meggitt (ISBN 978 988 838 996 4)
‘Hong Kong Civil Court Practice’, Desk Edition 2022, LexisNexis, W S Clarke (ISBN
978 988 876 546 1)

The following materials are useful for reference:
•
•
•

‘Hong Kong District Court Practice’, 5th Edition, LexisNexis, Lo, P.Y. (ISBN 978 988
876 486 0)
‘Civil Procedure in Hong Kong: A Guide to the Main Principles’, 4th Edition (2017),
Sweet & Maxwell, Dave Lau (ISBN 978 962 661 971 1)
‘Civil Litigation in Hong Kong’, 6th Edition (2021), Sweet & Maxwell, Douglas Clark
(ISBN 978 988 859 085 8)

Candidates must ensure they are using the latest editions of texts and up to date versions
of Ordinances.
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B. CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

STANDARDS
Candidates will be expected to demonstrate a knowledge of and an ability to apply the rules of
practice and procedure as set out in the syllabus.
The test paper for this Head of the Examination is set at the standard expected of a newly
qualified (day one) solicitor in Hong Kong who has completed a law degree (or its equivalent),
the professional training course (PCLL) and a two year traineeship prior to admission.

SYLLABUS
1.

Hong Kong's Criminal Courts
• Court of Final Appeal (in outline only)
• Court of Appeal of the High Court
• Court of First Instance of the High Court
• District Court
• The Magistrate’s Court
• The Juvenile Court

2.

Criminal Procedure in Hong Kong
• The Role of the Judge
• The Role of the Jury
• Police Powers in Hong Kong
• The Classification of Offences

3.

Commencement of Proceedings
• Prosecuting authorities and the role of the Secretary for Justice
• Arrest, Detention and Seizure of Property, Arrest and False Imprisonment
• Questioning of suspects and obtaining statements
• Receiving instructions to represent a client
• Identification parades and attending the client in custody
• Charging
• Bailing
• Proceeding by way of Summons
• Service of Process and compelling attendance at court

4.

From Charging to Trial
• Summonses, Charges and Indictments
• Duplicity
• Joinder of Offences and Offenders
• Severance and Separate Trials
• The Prosecution’s Duty to Disclose Unused Materials
• Alibi Notices and Expert Evidence
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5.

Procedure in the Magistrates' Court
• Applications for Bail
• The Plea before the Magistrate
• The Trial before the Magistrate
• Amending Charges and Summonses, s 27 of the Magistrates Ordinance
• Sentencing Powers
• Transferring to and from the District Court
• Committals to the Court of First Instance of the High Court

6.

Procedure in the District Court
• From Transfer to Trial
• Trial in the District Court
• Sentencing Powers

7.

Particular Problems During Trials
• Admissibility of Caution Statements: the Voir Dire and the Alternative Procedure
• Objecting to the Information, Charge or Indictment
• The Duty and Responsibility to the Court and to the Client
• Vulnerable Witnesses and Video Linking and Pre-Trial Statements

8.

Verdict and Sentencing
• Alternative verdicts
• Aims and objectives of sentencing
• Available sentences
• Sentencing guidelines

9.

Challenging and Appealing the Decision
• Appealing from Magistrates
• The Review powers of Magistrates
• Appealing from the District Court
• Reviewing Sentence
• Appeals generally

10.

Costs and Finance
• Powers of Courts to Award Costs and Against Whom
• Compensation Orders and Restitution Orders
• Forfeiture Proceedings
• Duty Lawyer Scheme
• Legal Aid

MATERIALS
Candidates should note that although criminal procedure in Hong Kong is modelled upon
the procedure in England and Wales, there are differences between the two procedures.
Reference must be made to Hong Kong texts and materials.
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The remarks about the Judiciary web site and the Hong Kong Legal Information Institute
web site made in the civil procedure section of this syllabus are equally apposite to
criminal procedure.
A sound knowledge of the following Ordinances and other materials cited is essential to
any understanding of criminal procedure.
Ordinances and sub-legislations
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Criminal Procedure Ordinance, Cap. 221
- Sub-legislation:
•
Criminal Appeal Rules, Cap. 221A
•
Indictment Rules, Cap. 221C
•
Legal Aid in Criminal Cases Rules, Cap. 221D
•
Criminal Procedure (Reference of Questions of Law) Rules, Cap. 221E
•
Criminal Procedure (Appeal Against Discharge) Rules, Cap. 221F
•
Criminal Procedure (Applications under Section 16) Rules, Cap. 221G
•
Criminal Procedure (Representation) Rules, Cap. 221H
•
Criminal Procedure (Record of Bail Proceedings), Cap. 221I
•
Live Television Link and Video Recorded Evidence, Cap. 221J
•
Application for Dismissal of Charges Contained in a Notice of Transfer, Cap.
221K
Juvenile Offenders Ordinance, Cap. 226
Magistrates Ordinance, Cap. 227
District Court Ordinance, Cap. 336
Costs in Criminal Cases Ordinance, Cap. 492
Police Force Ordinance, Cap. 232
Detention Centre Ordinance, Cap. 239
Drug Addiction Treatment Centres Ordinance, Cap. 244
Training Centres Ordinance, Cap. 280
Probation of Offenders Ordinance, Cap. 298
Community Service Orders Ordinance, Cap. 378
Rehabilitation of Offenders Ordinance, Cap. 297

Other Materials
•
•
•
•
•
•

The (Hong Kong) Rules and Directions for the Questioning of Suspects and the Taking
of Statements (Hong Kong Government)
Notice to Suspect for Attendance at Identification Parade (Pol. 60) Hong Kong Police
Force
The Bar Council, Code of Conduct of the Bar of Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region (Hong Kong Bar Association)
The Hong Kong Solicitors’ Guide to Professional Conduct, The Law Society of Hong
Kong (Paragraphs relating to the Conduct of Litigation)
Practice Directions
Solicitor’s Practice Rules relating to criminal litigation, esp. Rule 5D
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Texts
•
•

Simon S.Y. So; Christopher Knight; Anthony Upham ‘Knight and Upham - Criminal
Litigation in Hong Kong’, 4th Edition, Sweet & Maxwell Hong Kong (ISBN 978 988
859 077 3)
Amanda Whitfort, ‘Criminal Procedure in Hong Kong: A Guide for Students and
Practitioners’ , 3rd Edition, LexisNexis (ISBN 978 988 868 236 2)

For Reference
•
•

‘Archbold Hong Kong 2022’, Sweet & Maxwell Hong Kong (ISBN 978 988 859 036
0)
Cross, I.G. and Chung, P.W.S. ‘Sentencing in Hong Kong’, 9th Edition, LexisNexis,
(ISBN 978 988 860 177 6)

Candidates must ensure they are using the latest editions of texts and up to date versions
of Ordinances.
RECOMMENDATION
Candidates may find it useful to spend half a day in the High Court, half a day in the District
Court and half a day in the Magistrates’ Court.

. 6520533
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2. Examiners' Comments on
the 2019, 2020 and 2021
Examinations

Examiners' Comments on the 2019 Examination
Head II: Civil & Criminal Procedure

The Overall Performance of Candidates
1.

The number of candidates this year was 59. Of those 59, 18 passed
Head II, resulting in a pass rate of 31%. This continues a steep
downward trend from 43% last year and 65% in 2017. This reflects
a deterioration in the overall quality of answers, which this year
was readily observable.

The Standard and Format of the Examination
2.

The Examination, as in previous years, was open book.

3.

The Examination is premised on the standard to be expected from
the Day One Lawyer. The Day One Lawyer is one who has
completed both the academic and vocational stages necessary for
professional qualification. In Hong Kong that means the LL.B (or a
non-law degree and the CPE), the PCLL and the two year training
contract. Day One Lawyers should have a sound base of
substantive knowledge and have acquired the ability to apply that
knowledge to straightforward situations. In reality those taking the
examination will be more than Day One Lawyers because of
experience obtained in their home jurisdictions. Even so the Panel
was careful to focus on the "Day One" standard and to keep away
from what might be classed as "advanced procedure" or "superior
ability". A Day One Lawyer intending to practise in Hong Kong
should, however, have the ability to demonstrate an appreciation of
the structure, powers and responsibilities of Hong Kong's Courts
and have a basic knowledge of what is required in advising and
representing clients in litigious matters. They should not be a
danger to the client.

4.

The Panel was concerned to set questions which would test
substantive knowledge and the ability to apply that knowledge in a
constructive, practical and common sense manner. The
examination deliberately mimics the situation of a solicitor asked

to advise a client about a problem, and calls for directional
practical answers, sometimes against an unfamiliar factual
background.
General Comments
5.

There were five questions in the paper, and candidates were
required to answer any four of those questions. The time allowed
was 3 hours and 30 minutes. The first 30 minutes is intended to
allow candidates an opportunity to read and digest the questions in
the paper and to plan their answers before starting to write.
However, candidates can start to write their answers as soon as
they wish.

Performance on individual Questions
Criminal Procedure
6.

Questions 1 and 2 addressed issues of criminal procedure. The
overall pass rate for Criminal Procedure was 22%, compared to 37%
and 66.7% in the past 2 years. The pass rate was extremely
disappointing and reflected what appeared to be a failure to
adequately prepare, with scant/point form, incorrect or equivocal
answers provided by many candidates. The questions were not any
more difficult than those posed in recent years and covered advice
before plea, bail applications, challenging the choice of charges
and appropriate sentencing/appeal options.

Question 1 (pass rate 29%)
7.

This question related to an offence of ‘up-skirting’. A few
candidates spotted the effect of the cases of HKSAR v Ngo Van
Nam and HKSAR v Abdou Maikido Abdoulkarim on the granting of
credit for guilty pleas at different stages and advised the client to
seek an adjournment of the case before taking any plea. However,
in order to correctly advise the client on his plea it was necessary to
take note of the recent Court of Final Appeal decision: SJ v Cheng
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Ka Yee and Ors, a case which most candidates were not aware of.
Failing to understand that the charges under section 161(1)(c) of
the Crimes Ordinance could not be sustained, candidates advised
the client to plead guilty early to gain the maximum discount and
overlooked the primary challenge to be made against his
conviction. Whilst it is conceivable that candidates may not be
keeping up with the latest CFA decisions, a second appeal point
relating to the admissibility of the confession, was also widely
overlooked. The questions concerning sentencing options and bail
conditions were answered more adequately.
Question 2 (pass rate 28%)
8.

This question related to a drug trafficking charge. Most candidates
failed to explore, in any depth, the possibilities available to the
client in negotiating with the prosecution on the charges and in
seeking a Newton Inquiry. A large number of candidates did not
recognize that section 81A of the Criminal Procedure Ordinance is
used by the prosecution to review a sentence and a disturbing
number suggested the client might use section 83G to appeal
against his own (lenient) sentence.

Civil Procedure
9.

Questions 3, 4, and 5 addressed issues of civil procedure. The
questions raised issues which could well land on the desk of a
newly-admitted solicitor. The answers being sought were pitched at
the level of sophistication to be expected of a lawyer at that stage,
which in some cases was simply to spot the issue being raised. In
many cases common sense application of the law, rather than just a
recitation of black letter rules, was sought. The overall pass rate for
Civil Procedure was 42%, somewhat up from last year at 37%.
However, this average figure masks big differences in the marks
for the three individual questions – 84, 30 and 34% respectively.
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Question 3 (pass rate 84%)
10.

This question consisted of two parts, arising from a potential
personal injury claim.

11.

The first part was about limitation periods. The overall
performance was good. Most candidates identified correctly the
3-year limitation period and the fact that it had expired. Not so
many referred to the relevant provisions of the Limitation
Ordinance whereby the 3-year period for personal injury claims
may be disapplied by the court. Few candidates appeared to be
aware of the fact that an expired limitation period is not a bar to
commencement of proceedings, but a defence which must be
pleaded.

12.

The second part asked candidates to choose the appropriate court,
name the parties and draft a general indorsement of claim.
Performance on this part of the question was adequate, but
unfortunately, there were many errors, for example:
 Only one candidate followed the relevant practice direction and
included the required information at the head of the writ stating
that the claim was monetary only, and based on tort (or contract).
Without this information, the court registry will not accept a writ
for filing.
 Almost every candidate specified that the claim was for
HK$750,000, which was the quantum given in counsel's advice.
This showed candidates were probably not aware of the
difference between general and special damages. It was
inappropriate to quantify the former at this stage (the amount
being up to the court to assess, and in PI cases a matter for a
separate document, the statement of damages). By doing so
candidates could have been limiting the amount which might
eventually be awarded to the client.
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 Most candidates appended a Statement of Truth. This is not
necessary with a general indorsement (which is technically not a
pleading), but since it does no harm, candidates were not marked
down for this error.
 Some candidates showed a lack of understanding of remedies. In
a simple claim for monetary compensation several asked for a
declaration!
Question 4 (pass rate 30%)
13.

Question 4 concerned pre-action discovery, and consisted of two
parts. In Part 1 candidates were asked when pre-action discovery is
available and what the procedure is for getting it. Part 2 required
candidates to prepare a bullet-point skeleton argument making the
application. Although pre-action discovery is less used than some
other litigation procedures, the subject-matter of the question was
well-signposted, and the overall poor quality of the answers was
therefore disappointing.

Question 5 (pass rate 34%)
14.

Question 5 concerned summary judgment, and consisted of two
parts. Part I asked candidates to consider the applicability of
summary judgment to an overdue debt, a dishonoured cheque, and
a non-overdue debt. Part 2 required candidates to prepare an
affirmation or affidavit in support of an application for judgment
on a dishonoured cheque. The standard of answer was again poor.
On the overdue debt part, the primary issue was how the court
deals with potential defences/cross-claims on a summary judgment
application. Very few candidates made a serious attempt to answer
that question. Similarly, of the 41 candidates who answered this
question, not a single candidate identified that set-offs and
cross-claims are not permitted to rebut summary judgment
applications on a cheque.

March 2020
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Examiners' Comments on the 2020 Examination
Head II: Civil & Criminal Procedure
The Overall Performance of Candidates
1.

The number of candidates who sat the Head II paper in 2020 was 64, up from 59 in the
previous year. 48 candidates were given overall pass marks, resulting in a pass rate of
75%. This is a remarkable increase from the 31% pass rate the previous year. It is
pleasing to see that the deterioration in performance of candidates which had been noted
in recent years has now reversed. The improvement was on both the criminal and civil
parts of the paper. However, overall performance remained relatively weak on the
criminal questions. This could reflect the background of candidates, many of whom,
anecdotal evidence suggests, have gained their experience on the civil and commercial
side of legal practice.

The Standard and Format of the Examination
2.

The Examination, as in previous years, was open book.

3.

The Examination is premised on the standard to be expected from the Day One Lawyer.
The Day One Lawyer is one who has completed both the academic and vocational
stages necessary for professional qualification. In Hong Kong that means the LL.B (or
a non-law degree and the CPE), the PCLL and the two year training contract. Day One
Lawyers should have a sound base of substantive knowledge and have acquired the
ability to apply that knowledge to straightforward situations. In reality those taking the
examination will be more than Day One Lawyers because of experience obtained in
their home jurisdictions. Even so the Panel was careful to focus on the "Day One"
standard and to keep away from what might be classed as "advanced procedure" or
"superior ability". A Day One Lawyer intending to practise in Hong Kong should,
however, have the ability to demonstrate an appreciation of the structure, powers and
responsibilities of Hong Kong's Courts and have a basic knowledge of what is required
in advising and representing clients in litigious matters. They should not be a danger to
the client.

4.

The Panel was concerned to set questions which would test substantive knowledge and
the ability to apply that knowledge in a constructive, practical and common sense
manner. The examination deliberately mimics the situation of a solicitor asked to advise
a client about a problem, and calls for directional practical answers, sometimes against
an unfamiliar factual background.

General Comments
5.

There were five questions in the paper, and candidates were required to answer any four
of those questions. The time allowed was 3 hours and 30 minutes. The first 30 minutes
is intended to allow candidates an opportunity to read and digest the questions in the
paper and to plan their answers before starting to write. However, candidates can start
to write their answers as soon as they wish.
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Performance on individual Questions
Criminal Procedure
6.

Questions 1 and 2 focused on the kinds of issues any newly qualified solicitor should
be able to guide their client through in a competent manner. Some answers provided
were good but many candidates are still taking the exam with little understanding of
criminal practice and either failing to answer the question asked or answering in the
briefest point form, missing many of the key issues raised by the examiners. That said,
the overall pass rate for criminal procedure was 45%, a significant rise from the pass
rate of 22% last year.

Question 1 (pass rate 42%)
7.

Question 1 had three parts. The first part required an understanding of police powers to
conduct a search of mobile phones seized on arrest, as articulated in the Court of Appeal
decision, Sham Wing Kan v Commissioner of Police CACV 270/2017. The second part
related to the conduct of a Newton Inquiry and required candidates to refer to the Court
of Appeal decision, HKSAR v Khalid Mansoor [2020] 2 HKLRD 374, which is
authority that a trial judge cannot combine the trial of two defendants who contest their
guilt with a co-defendant’s Newton Inquiry. The third part of the question required
recognition that while section 19 of the Costs in Criminal Cases Ordinance, Cap 492,
does not provide a mechanism to appeal a refusal to award costs, a refusal by a
magistrate to award costs is a ‘decision of a magistrate’ for the purposes of an appeal
under section 113(1) of the Magistrates’ Ordinance (HKSAR v Coghlan [1999] 4 HKC
608) and can therefore be appealed. The candidates who failed this question all
displayed limited knowledge of these significant Hong Kong cases.

Question 2 (pass rate 50%)
8.

Question 2 related to a simple drug trafficking case. It had four parts which focused on
bail, the potential conflict of interest in representing two defendants and the appropriate
action to be taken when new information revealing that the prosecution cannot prove
their case comes to light before/after conviction. Candidates also needed to be able to
identify where any appeal against conviction would be heard and have an understanding
of the defendants’ rights to seek costs. This question was answered adequately by only
half the candidates who attempted it despite the areas examined all being relatively
simple to identify and address with a moderate amount of preparation.

Civil Procedure
9.

Questions 3, 4 and 5 addressed issues of civil procedure which could well land on the
desk of a newly admitted solicitor. The answers were expected to be at the level of
sophistication and experience of a solicitor at that stage. In some cases, common sense
application of established procedures and procedural law was all that was sought, rather
than a recitation of black letter rules. The overall pass rate was 71% on the civil
procedure side, a welcome increase on the previous year’s 42%. The preponderance of
candidates were able to pass all the civil procedure questions they attempted, whereas
in the previous year, the pass rate for 2 of the questions was below 50%.
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Question 3 (pass rate 95%)
10.

Question 3 asked candidates to advise a client (plaintiff) on a notice of sanctioned
payment which had been served by the defendant. Such payments, under RHC Order
22, are intended to encourage parties to settle their disputes amicably.

11.

Order 22 is very technical and can be difficult to understand without careful reading.
But it is an essential tool in the armoury of a civil litigator these days. It provides for
costs and interest sanctions to be imposed on a party who unreasonably refuses to accept
a qualifying offer of settlement (sanctioned offer or, as in this question, sanctioned
payment).

12.

Fortunately, the vast majority of candidates clearly understood Order 22 and the
consequences provided therein. There were few failures.

13.

The only negative point which could be made is that many candidates regurgitated an
almost identical answer, presumably provided in advance by one of the course
providers. As those answers were mostly correct, they were awarded pass marks.
Better candidates, who answered from their own knowledge, and addressed the actual
question directly, were awarded higher marks.

Question 4 (pass rate 72%)
14.

Question 4 was relatively straightforward. Overall candidates performed reasonably
well.

15.

The question had 2 parts, in each of which candidates were asked to answer 2 specific
questions. The facts concerned litigation over a commercial agreement for the sale of
goods in which the buyer (client) paid 50% of the purchase price in advance, but the
goods were never delivered.

16.

In the first part of the question, candidates were asked what step their client could take
in the absence of action on the part of the defendant. Candidates were asked what could
be done if the defendant failed to acknowledge service, alternatively, if the defendant
failed to serve a defence. The answers are of course, that client could seek judgment
for failure to give notice of intention to defend (O 13) in the first scenario, and judgment
in default of defence (O 19) in the second. Not all candidates were able to identify the
difference between final and interlocutory judgment (which was relevant because the
claim was for both a fixed amount and for damages for breach of agreement).

17.

The second part of the question concerned enforcement of a money judgment against
the seller (opposing party). The facts were that the seller had paid only $4 million on
account of the judgment debt of $10 million, though it had plenty of cash in the bank.
Candidates were asked what application the buyer (client) could make, and to draft an
affidavit or affirmation for the purpose of such application. The answer is, of course
(a) that client should apply for a garnishee order to attach the funds in the opposing
party’s bank account and (b) that the affidavit or affirmation in support of the
application should set out the information required by RHC O 49 r 2 so far as relevant
in this case. The majority of candidates were able to identify garnishee proceedings as
the most appropriate enforcement option and to draft the requisite affirmation.
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However, most candidates who prepared the draft affirmation included the underlying
judgment as a documentary exhibit, which should not have been done, and as a result a
mark was deducted for these candidates.
Question 5 (pass rate 62%)
18.

Question 5 concerned a claim in defamation by a plastic surgeon (client) against a
dissatisfied patient who had, together with his publicity agents, published negative
comments in a press release and in social media about the doctor. Candidates were
asked:
(1) to draft a concise endorsement of claim
(2) what the quickest way would be to serve the publicity agents, an unincorporated
body owned by one person living and working in Hong Kong, and another in Singapore.
(3) how to serve the proceedings on the dissatisfied patient, who had returned to Taiwan.
(4) to draft a short affirmation or affidavit in support of that application.

19.

Whereas questions 3 and 4 were 1st marked by the panel members who set them, a
substitute 1st examiner had to be found for this question as the panel member who set it
had left before the paper was sat.

20.

Overall the candidates performed quite well on question 5.

21.

Generally, part (1) was answered well.
For part (2), instead of just setting out one or more possible methods of service, since
the question was asking about the ‘quickest way to serve proceedings’, candidates were
expected to come up with some sort of comparison as to what was the quickest method.
Not all candidates managed to do that and those who did were credited accordingly.
For part (3), again generally this was done quite well. It was surprising, though, that
since this question was in relation to service out of the jurisdiction, that some candidates
did not mention the applicable gateways under Order 11 rule 1(1).
There was the same issue when students embarked on the draft affidavit for part (4).
Many of them just covered the fact that there was a serious issue to be tried. Some
covered where the defendant was located and the forum conveniens requirements.
Many did not cover the requirement that there was a good arguable case that one of the
gateways under Order 11 rule 1(1) applied. This is not surprising as many candidates
and students confuse this with the serious issue to be tried requirement.
But overall, the majority of candidates who took this question were awarded passing
marks.
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Examiners' Comments on the 2021 Examination
Head II: Civil & Criminal Procedure

The Overall Performance of Candidates
1.

The number of candidates who sat the Head II paper in 2021 was 44, down from 64 in
the previous year. 14 candidates were given overall pass marks, resulting in a pass rate
of 32%. This is a significant decrease from the 77% pass rate in the previous year
where 49 out of 64 candidates were given overall pass marks. Unfortunately the pass
rate is now back to where it was in 2019 (31%). Whether 2020 was simply an outlier
year of improvement as opposed to the start of a significant trend remains to be seen.

The Standard and Format of the Examination
2.

The Examination, as in previous years, was open book.

3.

The Examination is premised on the standard to be expected from the Day One Lawyer.
The Day One Lawyer is one who has completed both the academic and vocational
stages necessary for professional qualification. In Hong Kong that means the LL.B (or
a non-law degree and the CPE), the PCLL and the two year training contract. Day One
Lawyers should have a sound base of substantive knowledge and have acquired the
ability to apply that knowledge to straightforward situations. In reality those taking the
examination will be more than Day One Lawyers because of experience obtained in
their home jurisdictions. Even so the Panel was careful to focus on the "Day One"
standard and to keep away from what might be classed as "advanced procedure" or
"superior ability". A Day One Lawyer intending to practise in Hong Kong should,
however, have the ability to demonstrate an appreciation of the structure, powers and
responsibilities of Hong Kong's Courts and have a basic knowledge of what is required
in advising and representing clients in litigious matters. They should not be a danger to
the client.

4.

The Panel was concerned to set questions which would test substantive knowledge and
the ability to apply that knowledge in a constructive, practical and common sense
manner. The examination deliberately mimics the situation of a solicitor asked to advise
a client about a problem, and calls for directional practical answers, sometimes against
an unfamiliar factual background.

General Comments
5.

There were five questions in the paper, and candidates were required to answer any four
of those questions. The time allowed was 3 hours and 30 minutes. The first 30 minutes
is intended to allow candidates an opportunity to read and digest the questions in the
paper and to plan their answers before starting to write. However, candidates can start
to write their answers as soon as they wish.
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Performance on individual Questions
Criminal Procedure
6.

Questions 1 and 2 focused on the kinds of issues any newly qualified solicitor should
be able to guide their client through in a competent manner. This year the answers
provided by the candidates were notably poor. For question two, which was based on
basic and long-standing tests for criminal culpability, not one of the 14 candidates who
attempted the question was able to explain the applicable law satisfactorily. For
question one, the pass rate was much better, but still low at 43%. The questions were
no more difficult than those posed in previous years and it is very clear that many
candidates take this exam with little understanding of criminal practice and either fail
to answer the question asked or answer in the briefest point form, ensuring they miss
many of the key issues raised by the examiners. The overall pass rate for criminal
procedure was a disappointing 30%, a significant drop from the pass rate of 45% last
year.

Question 1 (pass rate 43%)
7.

This question had two parts, the first requiring candidates to identify the court in which
common criminal offences of assault and criminal damage would be tried. This requires
candidates to have mastered basic statutory interpretation skills and an understanding
of sentencing practices in Hong Kong which should not have presented the difficulties
they did to many candidates. Part two of the question required candidates to explain, in
basic terms, the threshold requirements for bail in cases related to national security
offences. Many were unable to do so.

Question 2 (pass rate 0%)
8.

This question had two parts and related to a case of drug trafficking with an
international element. The first part of the question required candidates to be aware of
and explain in simple terms the application of the evidentiary burden arising from the
presumption of knowledge under section 47 of the Dangerous Drugs Ordinance Cap
134. The applicable section was provided in the paper. The law in this area was settled
in HKSAR v Hung Chan Wa and Another [2005] 3 HKLRD 291.

9.

The second part of this question required candidates to evaluate the evidence against
the hypothetical client and identify whether to make a no case to answer submission.
The capability to recognise when the prosecution has insufficient evidence to claim a
reasonable jury properly directed could convict is a fundamental requirement for
practice in any jurisdiction. It is astonishing it presented such a burden to candidates
for practice in Hong Kong.

Civil Procedure
10.

Questions 3, 4 and 5 addressed issues of civil procedure which could well land on the
desk of a newly admitted solicitor. The answers were expected to be at the level of
sophistication and experience of a solicitor at that stage. In some cases, common sense
application of established procedures and procedural law was all that was sought, rather
than a recitation of black letter rules. The overall pass rate was 48% on the civil
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procedure side, which is down from 71% in the previous year and closer to the 2019
figure of 42%. 57% of candidates were able to pass all the civil procedure questions
they attempted. Questions 3 and 4 proved easier in that an over 60% pass rate was
achieved but this dropped to 23% for question 5 which might reflect the fact question
5 required a rather wider range of knowledge of civil procedure than questions 3 and 4
which were more discrete in their areas of knowledge dealing with the commencement
of proceedings and the drafting of a statement of claim (question 3) and a summary
judgment application (question 4).
Question 3 (pass rate 65%)
11.

Question 3 asked candidates to advise a client resident in Taiwan (potential plaintiff)
on his rights against a borrower under a simple loan agreement where the borrower was
in default.

12.

Candidates were asked to advise the client on what proceedings could be brought and
in which forum and also to advise on any matters he should be aware of if legal
proceedings were brought in Hong Kong.

13.

Candidates were then asked to draft a statement of claim, which task constituted threefifths of the marks available and lastly to consider and advise on a specific bare
allegation in a defence.

14.

The majority of candidates were able to identify and draft the statement of claim to a
reasonably acceptable standard.

15.

Not many candidates were able to properly identify and explain the potential issue of
security for costs given the client's residence outside the jurisdiction

16.

Very few candidates seemed to understand the purpose of a request for further and
better particulars of an allegation in a pleading which resulted in no or very low marks
being given to the majority of candidates for this part of the question.

Question 4 (pass rate 61%)
17.

Question 4 concerned a client (defendant) who was being sued on a dishonoured cheque
which he said he had mistakenly issued on his personal account rather than his company
account. An Order 14 (summary judgment) application had been taken out by the
plaintiff. The question consisted of two parts.

18.

First, for 10 marks candidates were asked to explain a few short points about the Order
14 application such as what client could do to oppose it, and whether client's personal
assets were at risk. This part of the question was generally well answered. However,
many answers were uncannily similar, suggesting that candidates were answering with
the benefit of pre-prepared notes from a common source. These answers were mostly
rather general but correct and were generally awarded passing marks. Better candidates
focused on the facts given in the question, resulting in better answers which were
rewarded with higher marks.

19.

Secondly, for 15 marks candidates were asked to draft an affirmation in opposition to
the Order 14 application. To avoid going into substantive law candidates were told they
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could assume that client had a good defence of total failure of consideration on the basis
that liability for the payment lay with client's limited company and not himself. The
overall performance was reasonably good, and the pass rate was high. Some candidates
produced excellent draft affirmations and were awarded with high marks. Common
mistakes among candidates who unfortunately did poorly included:

20.

(1)

mixing up plaintiff and defendant;

(2)

naming client's company rather than client himself as defendant when it was
clear from the facts set out in the question that client had been sued personally;

(3)

failing to put forward a defence in the affirmation, clearly or at all, meaning that
the document being drafted could not possibly serve its purpose of opposing the
Order 14 application.

There were also some candidates who assumed that client was being sued in the Court
of First Instance, when the District Court would clearly have been more appropriate.
However, as the choice of forum was not up to client, but the plaintiff, and given that
the two courts technically have concurrent jurisdiction for this level of simple claim,
this was not treated as a grave error.

Question 5 (pass rate 23%)
21.

Question 5 concerned matters arising before and after the trial of an action. It embraced
diverse areas relating to the giving of evidence at trial in the light of the Covid pandemic
and the perennial issue of a recalcitrant witness.

22.

Separately questions were put as to certain post-trial matters relating to issues of
quantum after a trial with a finding of liability and appeals by both parties.

23.

Disappointingly, few candidates had any real knowledge of how evidence could be
given at a trial other than by viva voce testimony. This is disappointing given this has
been an issue which has been the subject of several cases since the inception of Covid.

24.

There was a greater understanding of the possible need to serve a subpoena on a
reluctant witness although little consideration of the possible impact of compelling a
reluctant witness to give evidence.

25.

There seemed to be very little knowledge or understanding of a split trial between
liability and quantum and the type of directions that might be sought for such a quantum
hearing. On reflection this may have been a little too arcane a subject to expect
widespread knowledge on the part of candidates.

26.

Conversely, an understanding of the basic principles of an appeal from a trial on liability
in the High Court is something of which one would expect any candidate to have a
reasonable knowledge. Sadly this was not the case with a number of candidates
although this part of the question was better answered than the others.
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